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LLU Trustees vote to restructure University
The Lx>ma Linda University 
Board of Trustees voted on Mon 
day, August 28, 1989, to restruc 
ture the University, in effect mak 
ing it a single university with a 
dual organizational structure.
The 33-3 decision to provide 
separate operating boards and 
chancellors for each campus, but 
retaining a single board of trustees 
and a single president, was made 
at a three-day board retreat held 
in Palm Springs. The new 
organizational structure will
become effective on January 1, 
1990.
In the plan, each campus will 
receive separate accreditation 
from the Western Association of 
Schools and Colleges. In the past, 
there has been one accreditation 
for both campuses.
Each campus will be supervis 
ed by separate operating boards, 
which report to the University 
president and a central board of 
trustees on major decisions and 
matters of policy. At the present
time, both campuses are admin 
istered by one president and one 
board of trustees.
Norman J. Woods, PhD, cur 
rently president of LLU, was 
unanimously elected president 
and chief executive officer in the 
new organizational plan.
Dr. Woods is heading a search 
for the two chancellors, who will 
be responsible for the day-to-day 
operations on each campus. He 
will make his recommendations 
at the board's next meeting in
October, to be held in Washing 
ton, D.C. At that meeting, the 
board will also refine details of the 
reorganization.
Reacting to the board's deci 
sion, president Norman J. 
Woods, PhD, said: "This clear 
mandate and the statement of 
support indicated by the board's 
decisive vote provides the basis 
that the institution has needed to 
aggressively pursue the fulfillment 
of its mission and the resolution 
of current challenges."
The Loma Linda University Board of Trustees meet at the Wyndham Palm Spring hotel on Monday, August 28. The 
trustees met in a three-day retreat session. During their meeting, they voted to restructure the University, in effect 
making a single university with a dual organizational structure.
Fiftieth infant receives new heart at LLUMC
T\\ enty-day-old Katherine 
Ix;hto on August 20 became the 
fiftieth infant under seven months 
of age to receive a heart trans 
plant at Lxmna LJnda Uni\ersity 
Medical Center. Ninety percent 
of the 50 have survived.
The three-hour surgery \vas 
performed by Steven Gundry, 
MIX associate professor of 
surgery and pediatrics.
Baby Katherine was born with 
hypoplastic left-heart syndrome, 
a lethal underdevelopment of the 
left side of the heart. She \vas 
referred to Loma LJnda from 
Kngland, where her father is sta 
tioned with the United States Air 
Force.
The infant heart transplant pro 
gram at Loma Linda began on 
November 20, 1985 when Leo 
nard Bailey, MD, chief of pediatric 
cardio-thoracic surgery, trans 
planted a one-ounce heart into 
Baby Moses, at four da\s of age. 
At the time, the infant was the 
youngest person in the world to 
undergo heart transplantation. 
Baby Moses (Kddie Anguiano) is 
now almost four years old.
The infant heart transplant pro 
gram at L^oma LJnda has led to 
an increasingly comprehensive 
understanding of the immune 
system in newborns. It has pav 
ed the way for new technology 
in the administering and monitor 
ing of immunosuppressive med 
icines (which are designed to pre 
vent the rejection of transplanted 
organs), and eventually to minor 
improvements in surgical tech 
niques. Baby Katherine is the sec 
ond baby of a U.S. serviceman to 
be referred from England. Eight 
Canadian babies also have receiv 
ed new hearts in I^oma LJnda.
School of Nursing announces 
degree program for nurses
'ITie School of Nursing is pleas 
ed to announce a program for 
registered nurses to obtain their 
bachelor of science degrees 
while working.
Full time students taking 14-16 
units per quarter may complete 
the program in four quarters if the 
general education requirements 
and prerequisites have been 
completed.
Created for the registered
nurse with an associate of 
science degree or diploma in nurs 
ing from a National League for 
Nursing accredited school, lower 
division credits of 105 units may 
be transferred in; nursing credits 
(30 units) from the basic nursing 
program are accepted as 
equivalent to the first clinical year 
of the LAA'SN nursing cur 
riculum. A bridge course has 
Please turn to page 8
Trustees' chairman Neal C. 
Wilson, who is also president of 
the General Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventists, said that 
"the study done by the Select 
Commission led the board to its 
clear conclusion and nearly 
unanimous decision that the 
University should remain as one 
institution with a separate 
administrative structure."
He noted the solid contribution 
each campus makes, both to the 
University as a whole and to the 
world-wide work of the church. 
"On the Loma Linda campus, the 
health-related schools and Loma 
Linda University Medical Center 
are well known for a special sense 
of mission, not only in providing 
quality health care and health 
science education, but also na 
tional and international outreach 
programs.
"Similarly, the board noted the 
contribution of the La Sierra cam 
pus to the overall strength of the 
University, including the interna 
tional extendion programs, that 
are added to a united Universi 
ty," Pastor Wilson said.
One advantage of the new or 
ganizational structure that the 
board noted was that it allows 
both campuses to retain the 
Loma Linda University name, 
while at the same time giving 
each campus a high degree of self 
determination including separate 
accreditation, leadership, gover 
nance, budgeting, finance, and 
operating policies. It will also 
enable both campuses to develop 
specific but complementary 
missions.
Other advantages include the 
utilization of the facilities already 
in place, and allows for continued 
sharing of the existing centraliz 
ed services. It does not jeopardize 
university-level programs and na 
tional and international contracts 
already in place.
A select commission establish 
ed by the board at its June meet 
ing explored several organiza 
tional options, and presented 
each option to the board, to 
gether with its advantages and 
disadvantages.
The commission was headed 
by Gordon Madgwick, PhD, ex 
ecutive secretary for the North 
American Division Board of 
Higher Education. He was 
assisted by Charles T. Smith, Jr., 
Please turn to page 7
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Plans being finalized to sell 
AHS / LL health plan
Although plans are being 
finalized for Adventist Health 
System / Loma Linda to sell its 
health maintenance organization 
(HMO) to another HMO, no 
changes will be made in benefits, 
physician selection, premiums, 
deductibles, or limits.
The only change," emphasizes 
Ron Anderson, senior vice- 
president, "is that the health plan 
now will be administered by the 
Medical Center's risk manage 
ment department.
The board and administration, 
in reassessing our strategic op 
tions for the Medical Center and 
for Adventist Health 
System / Loma Linda," he ex 
plains, "felt that owning an HMO 
does not fit into our long-term 
plans. The board decided that we 
shouldn't be putting our time, 
energy, and finances into this ac 
tivity at this time."
Employees will be notified in
/ "V7, which is inserted with 
pay-checks, of the effective date 
for the changeover. As of 
September 1, any employees 
having questions about a claim 
should call risk management, at 
extension 4386.
"The risk management depart 
ment already has assumed 
responsibility for administering 
the Medical Center's indemnity 
plan," says Mark Hubbard, direc 
tor of risk management. "All 
health programs are being 
transferred to risk management to 
centralize administration of the 
health plans on campus. This is 
more efficient and more 
cost-effective.
"Employees will not be 
negatively impacted in any way," 
he emphasizes. "Administration is 
confident that with this centraliz 
ed administration, employees will 
be provided good service, and risk 
management is committed to this."
Present at the signing of an affiliation agreement by which Corona Community Hospital (CCH) 
became a member hospital of Loma Linda University Medical Center's "Circle of Care Net 
work" are (from left) Ron Anderson, LLUMC senior vice president; Terry Sandefer, MD, 
chief of medical staff at CCH; David B. Hinshaw, Sr., MD, president of LLUMC: Michael 
H. Schultz, president and chief executive officer of CCH; and Lionel Rentschler, DDS, vice 
chairman of CCH*s board of trustees.    
LLUMC I Corona Community Hospital 
sign "Circle of Care Network' agreement
At the AIM kickoff celebration for Medical Center employees 
and volunteers, Jelly bean, a volunteer with Make-A-Wish 
Foundation, hands out information about the foundation, with 
which LLUMC recently became affiliated.
On July 25 an affiliation agree 
ment between Loma Linda 
University Medical Center and 
Corona Community Hospital was 
signed by David B. Hinshaw, Sr., 
MI), president of LLUMC, and 
Michael Schultz, president and 
chief executive officer of the Cor 
ona hospital.
This makes Corona Communi 
ty Hospital (CCH) a member 
hospital of LLUMCs Circle of 
Care Network. The affiliation, 
however, in no way affects the 
current ownership of Corona 
Community Hospital, or its ex 
isting management or governing 
board.
"The purpose of the affiliation," 
says Estelle Scahill, marketing 
director for CCH, "is to enhance 
the availability of health-care ser 
vices to the community served by 
the local hospital, through a 
cooperative arrangement with one" 
of the country's premier health- 
care organizations. The affiliation 
will provide access to certain ter 
tiary services and advanced 
technology not available locally, 
such as neonatal care, open-heart 
surgery, and organ transplants.
"Other benefits," Ms. Scahill 
adds, "include access to shared 
community health and wellness 
programs and greater oppor 
tunities for Corona Community
to attract and recruit health-care 
professionals trained at Loma 
Linda to its medical and hospital
staffs."
Ms. Scahill also points out that 
"the agreement enhances the 
medical and educational oppor 
tunities of CCH's physicians, 
nurses, and other allied health 
professionals by providing them 
with access to continuing educa 
tion at a prestigious medical 
center. The medical staff will 
have opportunities to exchange 
ideas on patient care with the 
LLUMC physicians," she says, 
"and those physicians whose pa 
tients require certain types of 
specialized treatment at Loma 
Linda will still have the option of 
continuing to participate in their 
care."
Corona Community Hospital's 
president, Mr. Schultz. states. 
"We feel strongly that this affilia 
tion will strengthen the 
cooperative bond that exists be 
tween our hospital and the com 
munity. We hope to reduce the 
percentage of people who cur 
rently go outside our service area 
for their health care, by providing 
assurances that the broadest spec 
trum of quality care is available 
to them right here in our own 
community," he says.
"Loma Linda University
Medical Center is looking forward 
to this relationship," says Dr. 
Hinshaw. "We feel that it will be 
of mutual benefit to both institu 
tions and to the communities 
they serve."
Corona Community Hospital is 
the second hospital to join 
LLUMC's Circle of Care Net 
work; the first was Brea Com 
munity Hospital.
Dr. Su joins LLUMC
endocrinology staff
Brian Su, MD, has joined the 
medical staff at Loma Linda 
University Medical Center in the 
section of reproductive en 
docrinology and infertility in the 
department of gynecology and 
obstetrics.
Dr. Su attended medical 
school at Johns Hopkins Univer 
sity and then completed his 
residency in obstetrics and gyn 
ecology there. He completed a 
fellowship in reproductive en 
docrinology, infertility and 
genetics at Medical College of 
Georgia in Augusta,
Board certified in fertility and 
reproductive endocrinology. Dr. 
Su also is a diplomate of the 
American Board of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology.
Please turn to page 3
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Left photograph: Touring the proton therapy facility under 
construction in the southeast wing of LJLUMC are Richard 
Bisnett, director of the Office of Statewide Health Plan 
ning and Development (OSHPD) in Sacramento (left); 
Angelo Spataro, head of electrical inspectors, OSHPD 
(arms folded); and Kalman Axelrod, project architect for 
NBBJ, the architectural group for the project. Right 
photograph: Dwarfed by a huge gantry that is part of the 
proton-guidance system for cancer therapy that is being in 
stalled in the southeast wing now under construction are 
personnel from Science Applications International Cor 
poration: (from left) Gus Carnevali, senior designer; Paul 
Zasowski, senior designer; Rudolf Prechter, senior prin 
cipal engineer; and Waylon Loy, stress analyst. This group, 
including Mark Mahon, designer (not in photograph), is 
responsible for the development, design, and analysis of the 
project. The gantry as it is shown weighs 130,000 pounds. 
When everything is on it (including magnets, beams, 
delivery system), it will weigh approximately 200,000 
pounds. It is one of three gantries in the proton-guidance 
system.
Medical Center mails 75,000 letters 
to area residents about new service
In an effort to reach out and let 
people know that Loma Linda 
University Medical Center is here 
for them, the Medical Center is 
becoming, involved in sevsi4^ 
marketing programs.
One of them, called "When a 
Band-Aid Isn't Knough," is a 
physicians referral service that is 
available 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. When people call 
the toll-free number   1-800- 
872-1212   a referral represen 
tative can help them to find the 
doctor they need.
The Medical Center is mailing 
out 75,000 letters to people in 
communities surrounding I^oma 
Linda, informing them of the ser 
vice. A magnetic "Band-Aid" with 
the referral number on it is includ 
ed in the mailing, so that people 
can have the number as close as 
their refrigerator door.
Also included in the letter is 
mention of some of LU 'MCTs 
specialty services, such as the In 
ternational Heart Institute, the 
family medicine program, the 
cancer program, the rehabilitation 
services center, the trauma 
center, the neonatal and pediatric 
intensive care units, and the 
pediatric heart transplant pro 
gram.
"As a follow-up, we will be 
sending out a first-aid guide, 
which we have worked on closely 
with the Red Cross," says C. A. 
"Bud" Cannarella, LLUMC 
assistant vice-president for special 
projects.
The guide, which is a high- 
quality booklet, will provide time 
ly emergence information, and 
also will list more than 120 
specialty sen-ices that the Medical 
Center offers.
Also included in these mailings 
will be information about Make- 
A-Wish Foundation, which helps 
sick children's dreams to come 
true. The foundation grants 
wishes to children who have life- 
threatening illnesses. A number 
of children who have been pa 
tients at LLUMC] have had their 
wishes fulfilled by Make-A-Wish, 
and this will continue to be true 
in the future.
Recently, Loma Linda Univer 
sity Medical Center has become 
affiliated with the Inland Kmpire 
Make-A-Wish Foundation. Mr. 
Cannarella is serving as medical 
liaison on the foundation's 
volunteer board of directors.
As a result of the affiliation, the 
Medical Center will be including 
information about Make-A-Wish 
with mailings about LLUMC that 
will go out from time to time.
Dr. Su...
Continued from page 2 
He has had extensive training 
in genetics and has special in 
terest in the molecular basis of 
recurrent miscarriages. He has 
established a laboratory at Loma 
Linda to study difficulties in 
reproduction at a molecular level. 
Prior to joining Loma Linda, 
Dr. Su was at Tufts University- 
School of Medicine in Boston, 
Massachusetts, where he served 
as assistant professor for the 
department of obstetrics and 
gynecology, division of reproduc 
tive endocrinology.
Parent support group 
will begin monthly 
meetings September 19
A support group for parents 
who have lost a baby through 
miscarriage, neonatal death, 
stillbirth, or ectopic pregnancy 
will meet the third Tuesday of 
each month, beginning 
September 19, from 6:30 p.m. to 
8 p.m., in Loma Linda Univer 
sity Medical Center's Schuman 
Pavilion, room A-605A.
Each month, a specific topic- 
will be presented. A sharing time 
will follow, during which the 
parents can talk about what they 
have been going through   their 
feelings about their baby and hav 
ing to deal with their loss.
In September a couple who 
lost their baby will relate their ex 
perience and the healing process 
they are going through. October's 
topic will be "Family Relation 
ships and the Loss of a Baby." 
Grief and the holidays will be 
covered in November. In 
December, just before Christmas, 
a memorial service will be held 
for parents to remember their 
babies in a special way.
Facilitators for the parent share 
group are Carla Gober, RN, 
MPH, clinical specialist for 
spiritual care; Susie Rawe, MSW, 
clinical social worker on the 
obstetrics and neonatal intensive 
care units; and Bronwen Watts, 
chaplain.
"The grief process that these
parents go through can be a very
lonely experience," says Ms.
Rawe, "because, in general, peo-
Pkase turn to page 5
LLUMC kicks off new 
employee AIM program
August 9 was another hot day 
in Loma Linda   just the kind 
in which to cool off with several 
flavors of ice cream provided by 
Ijoma Linda University Medical 
Center for its employees (and 
volunteers) on all three shifts, as 
a kickoff celebration for its AIM 
(Advancement in Making Man 
Whole) program.
AIM is a recognition program 
designed to reward employees 
and volunteers who exemplify the 
quality care for which LLUMC 
is known.
In addition to ice cream, a 
handbook explaining the em 
ployee recognition program and 
an AIM button were handed out. 
The 2 1/2-inch white button has 
a black line drawing of the Good 
Samaritan statues that stand at 
the end of the lawn on the north 
side of the Medical Center, the 
seal of the Medical Center, the 
words Advancement in Making 
Man Whole, and the letters (in 
red) AIM.
Already, employees are finding 
that it pays to wear the button.
"Button Scouts" have been roam 
ing the offices, hallways, and units 
of the Medical Center and, upon 
finding persons who were wear 
ing both their ID cards and AIM 
buttons, have handed them each 
a recognition ticket worth $4.50 
toward a meal in the Medical 
Center cafeteria or a purchase in 
the Medical Center gift shop.
Any employee or volunteer 
who receives five recognition 
tickets will be entitled to a VIP 
parking space for one month and 
will be entered in a quarterly 
drawing for an expense-paid, 
weekend vacation for two to San 
Francisco, Santa Barbara, San 
Diego, or other vacation spots.
The employee recognition 
handbook also describes other 
awards that employees and 
volunteers may receive and how 
thev may receive them.
Any employee or volunteer 
who has not received a handbook 
and an AIM button may pick 
them up in the administrative 
wing of the Medical Center, room 
1163.
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Loma Linda University Medical Center employees line up for servings of ice A tent is festively decorated for the kickoff celebration of the Medical Center's 
cream at the AIM kickoff celebration. employee recognition program called AIM.
Rehabilitation services receive three-year accreditation
Loma Linda University Medi 
cal Center's rehabilitation services 
has received a three-year accred 
itation from the Commission on 
Accreditation of Rehabilitation 
Facilities (CARF), effective this 
past June.
Accreditation by CARF is the 
highest level of accreditation that 
a rehabilitation facility can 
receive, and three years is the 
maximum accreditation term 
given by the commission. This 
was the first time that Loma Lin 
da University Medical Center has 
attempted to be accredited by this 
body.
Siich accreditation is a measure 
of the care given by a facility   
it certifies that the facility meets 
or exceeds a certain specified 
standard of care.
"Receiving this accreditation is 
important," says Dan Bowers, 
RN, MS, administrative director 
of LLUMCs rehabilitation ser 
vices, "because third-party payors 
prefer to refer patients only to
'Shapedown' classes begin
Obesity is the number one 
form of malnutrition in teens and 
children in our country today, says 
Melanie DiBiase, RD. Mrs. 
DiBiase is conducting SHAPE- 
DOWN classes for teens and 
children at l^oma Linda Univer 
sity Medical Center.
Groups meet weekly for 10 
weeks, on Wednesday at 6 p.m. 
for children under 12 and at 7:30
p.m. for teens. SHAPEDOWN 
program has been in existence for 
over 10 years and is the onK 
weight management program for 
adolescents that has been proven 
scientifically to work with lasting 
results.
Call Melanie DiBiase at (714) 
796-4848 for more information or 
to enroll in the next class begin 
ning September 20, 1989.
The swimming pool built for pleasure and'beauty by
OF CALIFORNIA, INC.
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796-7946 or 825-1758 Free Estimate
those facilities that have CARF 
accreditation. There have been 
discussions at the federal level 
about the possibility that, in the 
future only facilities that have this 
accreditation will continue to 
receive Medicare reimbursement."
One of the requirements for ac 
creditation was that the Medical 
Center had to have implemented 
a program-evaluation system that 
measures each patient's functional 
status upon admission, then on 
a weekly basis, and again upon 
discharge.
"From this information," says 
Mr. Bowers, "it can be determin 
ed how the patient has improv 
ed functionally in the rehabilita 
tion program.
"Another requirement for ac 
creditation," he adds, "is to 
demonstrate that your facility has 
a marketing program in place, 
working with the community, in 
dustry, insurance industries, and 
other acute-care hospitals."
Patients served by rehabilita 
tion services include those with 
devastating disabilities, such as 
stroke; other neurological 
disorders, i.e., Guillain-Barre syn 
drome; spinal-cord injuries; head 
injuries; and amputations and 
other orthopedic conditions. The 
patients must require 24-hour-a- 
day nursing care, as well as the
I An invitation I
The editors of TODAY 
welcome suggestions for news or 
feature stories. Please call 
824-4526, or write:
Editor, TODAY 
Loma Linda University 
Loma Linda, CA 92350
services of at least two treatment 
modalities, such as physical 
therapy, occupational therapy, 
speech therapy, and psychological 
counseling.
The team that works with 
these patients is composed of a
physiatrist ia physician who 
specializes in plnsical medicine), 
and personnel from nursing 
psychology,"' <rtiefaf * service 
physical therapy, occupationa 
therapx. speech therapy, dietary 
semces. and chaplains services
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pie don't know how to react to 
someone who has lost a baby. 
They- are afraid they might upset 
the parents or say the wrong 
thing, so they tend to avoid them. 
"What the parents really need
to do." she adds, "is to remember 
and to talk about their babies. 
That is how the group helps in 
the processing of their grief."
"When parents lose a baby," 
Bronwen Watts says, "the thing 
that often helps them the most
Allied health professions 
welcomes Dr. Zimmerman
Grenith Zimmerman, Phi), a 
biostatistician with a 19-year ser 
vice record at Loma Linda 
University, joined the faculty of 
the School of Allied Health Pro 
fessions on July 1. Dr. Zimmer 
man, who holds the rank of pro 
fessor of biostatistics, will assist 
faculty in further developing the 
research potential of allied health. 
This move comes at a time 
crucial to the success of the ne\v 
master of physical therapy cur 
riculum, which includes a re 
search experience for each 
student.
Faculty in several of the allied 
health professions are already us 
ing Dr. Zimmerman s expertise in 
preparing grant proposals, reports 
of research for publication, and in 
updating their knowledge of 
statistics and research design. A 
special statistics course this 
month has attracted wide faculty 
participation.
Dr. Zimmerman initiated her 
move to SAHP by attending an 
international conference at the 
University of Bielefeld, West Ger 
many, on "White Noise Analysis 
Mathematics and Application." 
The University of Bielefeld 
specializes in sponsoring inter 
disciplinary research groups.
Dr. Zimmerman attended at 
the invitation of Professor Kallian- 
pur of the Center-for Stochastic 
Processes, University of North 
Carolina, who had served as chair 
of her doctoral dissertation com 
mittee at the University of Min 
nesota. Her dissertation focus, 
"'lopics of Multiparameter Pro 
cesses," completed in 1970, was
Farewell planned 
for social service 
department director
A farwell reception is planned 
for Ric Henry on Wednesday, 
September 6, from 2:30 to 4:00 
p.m. in the Medical Center 
cafeteria.
Mr. Henry is the former direc 
tor of the department of social 
work in the Medical Center.
All Loma Linda University 
Medical Center employees are 
welcome to attend the farewell 
reception.
Largest Library of information in U.S. - 
all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD
213-477-8226
directly related to the research 
group's interest this year in that 
it explored the construction of a 
two-dimensional Brownian Mo 
tion process, and examined sam 
ple function properties of the 
process.
is to be with other people who 
are going through a similar ex 
perience. They can support each 
other and also have a sense of worth 
because they are contributing to 
someone else's healing.
"A high percentage of couples 
who lose a baby will experience 
a divorce as a result," Ms. Watts- 
states. "One of our prime objec 
tives is to help lessen that by 
facilitating a much-needed sup 
port system."
'Carla Gober, in addition to be 
ing a facilitator for the parent 
share group, is coordinator for the 
Resolve Through Sharing in- 
house program that certifies 
nurses, social workers, chaplains.
and other hospital professionals to 
be grief counselors for parents ex 
periencing ectopic pregnancy, 
miscarriage, stillbirth, or newborn 
death. This three-day program is 
coordinated by Brenda Rincon, 
RN, of nursing staff develop 
ment.
Grief counseling and follow-up 
are provided for every parent who 
loses a baby (as categorized 
above) at LLUMC.
"The Resolve Through Shar 
ing (RTS) program is an organiz 
ed approach to doing this follow- 
up" says Ms. Gober. "RTS, a na 
tionwide program, was im 
plemented at LLUMC in 1987. 
The parent share group will com 
plete our total program in a very 
nice way."
Contributing to the formation 
of LLUMCTs RTS support group 
was Janette Alien, RN, a cardiac 
nurse and mother who has ex 
perienced the loss of an infant.
"We also have received much- 
appreciated support from the 
head nurses, director of nurses, 
and physicians of the perinatal' 
areas (labor and delivery, 3100, 
3200, and NICU)," Ms. Gober 
says. "Without them, the program 
would not exist."
Anyone desiring additional in 
formation about the parent share 
group may call (714) 824-4315 or 
824-4367.
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
111322 Idaho Ave. 1206-A, Los Angeles. CA 90025
University and Hospital Employees 
Get 4 Important TAX BREAKS
when you participate in 
THE SALARY REDUCTION TAX SHELTERED ANNUITY
• No Federal Taxes Withheld • No State Taxes Withheld
• Tax-Free Compounding of your account until money is withdrawn
•Tax-Free loans from a tax sheltered annuity.
IMPORTANT 
ADVANTAGES.
1) You own and control your account
2) You may stop your program ANYTIME
3) You may WITHDRAW money
4) You may change your investment goal: 
anytime.





1) High Interest Account
2) Variable Investment Accounts For:
• Growth-Capital Appreciation
• Income Plus Appreciation
• Capital Preservation — Money Market
Choose 1 or more investments with 
flexibility to switch your account.
YOU MAY NOW BORROW MONEY FROM TAX SHELTERED ANNUITIES
WITHOUT PAYING TAXES.
PLEASE RETURN THE ATTACHED CARDsPOR MORE INFORMATION
ZAHORIK CO., INC., 251 S. LAKE AVE., PASADENA, CA. 91101
f I™ o! D I am interested in knowing more about a tax sheltered annuity program 
D IRA Plans 
D ISA Loan Plan
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School of Dentistry student 
represents LLU at meeting
Sophomore dental student 
Michael Burnham represented 
LLU at the 25th Annual Dental 
Student Conference on Research 
in New York this year. The con 
ference is sponsored by the 
American Association of Dental 
Research.
Mr. Burnham was one of 59 
students from the United States, 
Canada, and Puerto Rico who 
were selected to represent -their 
dental schools at the three-day 
conference hosted bv the school
Local library given 
$37,500 grant for 
literacy program
The California State Library 
awarded a $37,500 grant to San 
Bernardino County Library for its 
Families for Literacy Program. 
The grant enables the library to 
continue family literacy service at 
five sites: Barstow, Big Bear Lake, 
Chino, Fontana, and the Morongo 
Basin (Twentynine Palms and 
Yucca Valley).
The Families for Literacy Pro 
gram, now entering its second
year, intervenes in the inter^enera- 
tional cycle of illiteracy within 
families. By raising the educa 
tional level of parents, literacy pro 
gram staff hope to increase the 
children's chances of success in 
school. Adult learners in the pro 
gram are taught skills needed to 
promote reading readiness in their 
preschool aged children, including 
read aloud techniques, book 
selection for children, and use of 
library services.
Children of adult learners par 
ticipate in storytime at home and 
in the library. Gift books are 
distributed to program par 
ticipants so that the children will 
know the joys of book ownership 
and to help build a home library.
Program participants are serv 
ed through a combination of in 
dividual tutoring and group 
meetings in the library. Adult 
learners meet weekly with their 
tutors for private instruction 
tailored to their individual needs. 
Tutors, adult learners, and their 
children meet monthly with pro 
gram staff to share family 
storytime and other activities.
Families for Literacy is open to 
adult learners in the library's 
literacy program who have 
children under age six. Enroll 
ment is processed through the 
literacy site supervisor at each site.
For more information about the 
program, contact Melanie 
Daniels, Family Literacy coor 
dinator. San Bernardino County- 
Library, 104 West Fourth Street, 
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0035, 
or call (714) 387-5738.
of dental medicine at the State 
University of New York at Buffalo.
The conference offered 24 
speakers and 15 topics in the 
fields of oral medicine, behav ioral 
science, biological science and 
periodontics. The majority of 
topics presented focused on 
periodontally related research.
The annual conference is 
designed to make dental students 
aware of the wide scope of career 
opportunities available to them 
within the field of dental research.
Mr. Burnham was selected to 
represent Loma Linda Universi 
ty by vote of the members of the 
School of Dentistry's student 
research group.
A farewell luncheon was held in late July for James A. Greene, vice president for 
financial administration at Loma Linda University. Mr. Greene, who joined the 
University administration in 1981, has accepted an position at Columbia Union Col 
lege, Takoma Park, Maryland, as vice president for financial administration. Pic 
tured (seated) are Joyce A. Greene and Mr. Greene. Presenting farewell remarks 
is (standing) Norman J. Woods, PhD, president of the University.
Sponsored by the Frederick Seventh-day Adventist Church and the National Services Organization.
Attention
Who: All Whitecoat Alumni
What: A special weekend reunion celebration
When: September 29-30, 1989
Where: Frederick Seventh-day Adventist Church
The Frederick Seventh-day Adventist Church and the National Sen-ices 
Organization is hosting a special reunion weekend celebration for all service 
personnel who participated in the Whitecoat program at Fort Detrick, Maryland. 
Be a part of the Friday evening "Get Acquainted Roll Call." Listen to inspiring 
messages Sabbath morning from Elder Jack Harris and Elder Neal Wilson, 
President of the General Conference. And after a hearty fellowship meal, ride 
along for a tour of Frederick and Fort Detrick. All this and much more is waiting 
for you this Fall in Frederick, Maryland. Be a part of it.
For information on travel and motel accommodations, contact
Frederick Seventh-day Adventist Church 
80A Adventist Drive 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 
(301) 662-5254
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L/LU Trustees...
Julie Aguilar, a Medical Center employee, watches her daughter Laura practice on the beam. 
Laura has won several awards in gymnastics competitions.
Employee's daughter wins awards
Julie Aguilar. tumor registrar 
with LLUMC s cancer program 
office, is justifiably proud of her 
10-year-old daughter, Laura. 
Laura, a member of the Redlands 
YMCA girls" gymnastics team, 
placed first on the beam at a na 
tional YMCA girls' gymnastics 
competition in Sarasota, Florida, 
in June. She also placed ninth 
overall in the group of 260 girls 
that she competed against in the 
three-day event. Teams from 59 
YMCAs from around the coun 
try competed. (The YWCA does 
not have a gymnastics program, 
but the YMCA does have gym 
nastics teams for girls.)
Gymnastics is not something 
new to Laura. Her mother enroll 
ed her in a tumbling class when 
Laura was five.
"l^aura was always tumbling 
around the house," Mrs. Aguilar 
says, "doing somersaults, cart 
wheels, and handstands, so I 
thought she would have fun in a 
tumbling class."
When she was seven, Laura 
became involved in gymnastics at 
  the Uptown YMCA in San Ber- 
nardino. She has been on the 
Redlands YMCA girls' team since 
this past February. She attends 
team practice five nights a week, 
four hours each night.
"Our whole family is involved 
in this," Mrs. Aguilar points out. 
"We all have made a commitment 
to Laura's program."
This includes her husband. 
Cieorge, who is a structural steel 
contractor with his own business, 
and seven-year-old daughter. 
Jessica.
Laura has competed in one 
state competition and in three 
regionals, which included teams 
from a large pan of Southern 
California. In a regional competi-   
tion in the fall of 1988, she plac 
ed in all events and came in 
fourth all around.
In a state competition held in
San Diego in December 1988, 
Laura placed second on the bars, 
fifth on the beam, and seventh on 
the floor.
"In spite of the small amount 
of time she is at home," Mrs. 
Aguilar says, "she maintains good 
grades in all her subjects. She entered
a city-wide science fair in May with 
her project on bacteria in the world 
around us, and won third place 
among projects from her school." 
Laura attends Ramona 
Alessandro Elementary School in 
San Bernardino, where she will 
enter the fifth grade this fall.
Continued from page 1 
PhD, associate executive 
secretary and coordinator of "Pro 
ject Affirmation" for the Board of 
Higher Education; Dallas Kin- 
dopp, director of institutional 
research for the Board of Higher 
Education; and Richard W. 
Johns, JD, legal counsel for the 
Board of Higher Education and 
a member of the law firm of 
McKenna, Conner, and Cuneo in 
Washington, D.C.
The commission met with 
various Loma Linda University 
groups, including faculty, deans, 
student association leaders, alum 
ni association presidents, officers 
of the Pacific Union Conference, 
and University administrators.
"Our main objective was to 
present, information designed to 
help the board in its efforts to 
provide a structure that will (1) 
enhance the opportunity for each 
campus to fulfill its complemen 
tary mission, and (2) resolve the 
concerns related to continuing ac 
creditation," says Dr. Madgwick.
The commission presented the 
board with a report containing 
possible organizational models, 
financial ratios, and LLU 
organizational history.
In addition to the option final 
ly selected by the trustees, the
board reviewed the following 
possibilities:
  One University with semi- 
autonomous campus: campuses 
would exist at La Sierra, Loma 
Linda, and Angwin, California, 
with the possibility of additional 
campuses being added later.
  Separation of the two 
Loma Linda University cam 
puses. La Sierra and Loma Lin 
da would comprise separate 
universities, each with its own 
board of trustees and presi 
dent.
  Independent operation of 
Loma Linda campus, with other 
Adventist colleges combined in 
to a university structure tentative 
ly called "Western Adventist 
University."
  Retaining the present struc 
ture with one university, a single 
board of trustees and president, 
and a provost located on the La 
Sierra campus.
  Consolidation: one univer 
sity on one campus, with a single 
board of trustees and president.
The College of Arts and 
Sciences on the La Sierra cam 
pus was organized in 1927 as 
Southern California Junior Col 
lege, renamed La Sierra College 
in 1938. It became a pan of 
Loma Linda University in 1967.
Faculty member authors new book
A new book entitled Building 
Your Child's Character From the In 
side Our has been authored by Kay 
Kuzma, EdD, founder and presi 
dent of Family Matters, a 
Redlands-based organization 
which features a daily nationwide 
radio program, and an adjunct 
associate professor of health pro 
motion and education in the 
School of Public Health.
Building Your Child's Character 
From the Inside Out helps parents 
discover how to nurture and mold 
their children's inner character 
with sound spiritual values 
through the appropriate use of in 
fluence, information and the 
fostering of a child's own internal 
sense of control.
In addition, the book offers 
parents a complete character 
building plan that can easily be 
adapted for use with children of 
various ages.
Dr. Kuzma dedicated her book 
to 28-year-old Loma Linda 
University School of Public 
Health student Marion Poos 
because of the "courageous in 
spiration she has been to those 
who know hei;' Dr. Kuzma says. 
"In spite of an eight-year battle 
against cancer, Marion has con 
tinued to exhibit a beautiful 
character, even against wracking 
pain and critical odds.
"Her first bout with cancer ac 
tually came before her first birth 
day^' Dr. Kuzma says, "but the
disease didn't return again until 
her 24th year''
Surgery, chemotherapy, radia 
tion, drugs, and more drugs to 
counteract the effect of drugs 
were prescribed for Ms. Poos. 
Lupus, kidney and liver malfunc 
tion, nausea, a disturbed sense of 
balance, a body that refused to 
manufacture white blood cells to 
ward off infection, seizures, loss 
of hair, and finally an automobile 
accident that broke most of the 
bones on the right side of her 
body gave Ms. Poos what many 
people thought was a one-way 
ticket to the intensive care unit.
But she defied the odds and in 
a couple of months went home 
  not to a convalescent home   
but to her own apartment where 
she could begin the process of 
rehabilitation. Finally, after a 
number of months and numerous 
visits to the intensive care unit, 
Ms. Poos' leg had to be 
amputated.
Still fighting the odds, Ms. 
Poos continues to hold on to her 
goal to finish her doctorate in 
public health.
"On her way she befriends 
others," Dr. Kuzma says," with lit 
tle notes like 'Roses are red, the 
sky's getting blue, the week's go 
ing to be great, and I love you.' 
Marion knows how to play the 
game of life. Marion has a will   
a strength of character   that 
won't give up.
"When life is the most difficult, 
Marion continues to be a exam 
ple to the rest of us with her 
cheerful words and positive spirit."
Throughout her book, Dr. 
Kuzma presents character build 
ing stepping stones. In one of the 
sections, Dr. Kuzma details 
building character in children from 
pregnancy through the teenage 
years.
"The first seven years of a child's 
life is the 'critical window' of op 
portunity to develop your child's 
charactei? Dr. Kuzma says. "With 
each passing year, it becomes more 
and more difficult to mold your
child's rapidly developing 
character'
Even though Dr. Kuzma urges 
parents to begin as early as possi 
ble in character building, she tells 
parents of older children not to 
be discouraged. In her book, she 
explains that it is really never to 
late to begin training children 
about spiritual values.
Dr. Kuzma is a child develop 
ment specialist. She has her own 
nationwide radio show and has 
appeared on many local and na 
tional and television programs in 
cluding NEC's Today Show and 
the syndicated Hour Afagpzine.
SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER!
• No Service Charge for one full year!
• FREE first order of checks!
• FREE "Auto-magic" 24-hour teller card!
• Earn 4.5% interest!
SIGN UP BY SEPTEMBER 30, 1989
ASK US FOR DETAILS!!!
American Savings Bank 
Redlands
10 North Fifth Street at Citrus Avenue   (714) 793-2037
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Loma Linda Academy 
begins new school year
Loma Linda Academy began 
the 1989-90 school year with 
another record enrollment of 
1,491 students: elementary, 710; 
junior high, 240; and high school, 
491. Almost 100 applicants had 
to be turned away because of lack 
of facilities and personnel, and 
there are waiting lists of up to 20 
in some of the classes.
"We regret having to turn away 
potential students, but we dare 
not overtax our facilities or our 
teaching staff," stated Dr. John 
Thorn, elementary school 
principal.
There are very few personnel 
changes in the teaching staff for 
this year. Vicki 'liicker has been 
added to the English department 
in the high school, Paul Robin 
son \\ ill be teaching science and 
math in the junior high, and 
Arlene Ludington will be teaching 
English and religion to the 
seventh graders. Robb Rice is
Nursing. . .
Continued from page 1 
been designed to assist in the 
transfer of 16 units of nursing 
courses for upper division nurs 
ing credit. Transfer credit is ac 
cepted for all general education 
courses. Challenge examination is 
' possible for critical care nursing 
or nursing management if the stu 
dent has had one year's full time 
experience as an RN in this 
specific clinical nursing area. If 
these two courses are challeng 
ed a student might complete the 
program in three quarters provid 
ed the student is full time. Full 
time or part time study is 
available.
Anxious to make the attain 
ment of a BS degree in nursing 
easier for working nurses. Penny 
Miller, PhD, RN, assistant to the 
dean and coordinator of the RN 
program, LLU School of Nurs 
ing, invites prospective students 
to call for an appointment to work 
out a customized program best 
suited to their needs.
For an appointment or further 
information, please call (714) 
824-4360, ext. 5433.
joining the junior high physical 
education department, and Patti 
Keresoma is returning to that 
department after a year's leave.
"It looks like we have an ex 
citing year ahead of us," stated Dr. 
Gayle Rhoads, head principal. 
"We have tried to make all the ad 
justments necessary for the in 
creased enrollment. We are 
gratified by the confidence our 
constituents place in our school, 
and we will do all in our power 
to live up to their expectations. 
With God's blessings and 
everyone's good will, '89-90 
should be an exceptionally good 
year for Loma Linda Academy," 
he concluded.
Classes began on Monday, 
August 28.
Dental students 
win awards at 
annual competition
Three table clinic groups 
representing the LLU School of 
Dentistry won awards at the 
California Dental Association's re 
cent table clinic competition in 
Anaheim.
Joyceline Galiza, Jennifer Har 
ris, and Christine Kelly placed first 
in dental hygiene with "Electronic 
Dental Anesthesia: A Non- 
Shocking Comparison"; in den 
tistry. Brian Bergh and Carla 
Lidner placed second with "Ef 
fect of Class II Composite 
Restorations," and third place was 
taken by Kelly Peckham and 
Richard Schaffner with "Presence 
and Location of Nerve Fibers at 




Riverside Hospice will be con 
ducting training classes for 
volunteers interested in learning 
about Hospice and in working 
with terminally ill patients and 
their families, beginning Wednes 
day, September 13. at 2 p.m.
For more information, please 
call the Hospice office at 
683-4131. Advance registration is 
required.
Ben and Margie White
LOMA LINDA MINI MAIDS
Janitoriai Services 




Cindy Leonti and Grog Leonti present a check for $30,471.29 to Antranik A. Bedros, 
MD (center), chief of the division of pediatric hematology/oncology and associate pro 
fessor of pediatrics, to be used for cancer research at Loma Linda. The money came 
from donations sent by many people for a bone-marrow transplant needed by their 
son Cliffi, who had a rare form of cancer. He never received the transplant, however, 
and died in April. His parents donated the money for cancer research, and urge other 




Come discover a new community of exceptional 
value in the heart of Loma Linda. Living at Discovery Classics
you'll find quality-crafted features and
value-packed appointments with prices up to $20,000
less than those in the surrounding areas. Discover:
  Striking, dramatically-styled exteriors 
  One of California's highest-rated school districts,
located in the prestigious Bryn Mawr setting
  Serene master retreats with wood-burning fireplaces
  Three fireplaces in some plans
  Efficient gourmet kitchens JL 
^
3 and 4 Bedroom Homes 
1,412 and 1,816 Square Feet
From $132,900
11474 Cardiff Lane, Loma
Open daily 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Thursdays.
Prices effective date of publication.
92345 (714)796-7255 USA Properties Fund. Inc.
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Patient relations column
Superior customer service
Superior customer service is an important source of com 
petitive advantage. Good patient relations is an important part 
of giving superior customer service.
As the health-care industry becomes more competitive, it 
is more and more critical that we understand why people choose 
one hospital over another. If we meet the needs of people better 
than any other provider does, \ve will have a competitive ad 
vantage in the marketplace.
In business there are five basic sources of competitive ad 
vantage: (1) low price, (2) high quality, (3) superior service, 
(4) market-niche focus, and (5) relationships.
In spite of dismay about high health-care costs, most people 
in America don't want bargain-basement health care.
Although quality assurance is terribly important, most peo 
ple can't judge the difference in quality of medical treatment 
from one hospital to another. Even a hospital   such as a com 
munity hospital, a teaching hospital, or a regional medical 
center   that has a marketing niche or specialty is not immune 
to competition.
That leaves superior customer service and relationships. We 
can make our hospital superior in the minds of patients, physi 
cians, visitors, and guests by creating a classic combination of 
superior service and positive relationships.
Superior service has three elements: attitude, service, and 
environment. We must have people with the attitude, skills, 
and ability to take care of patients in a prompt, courteous man 
ner. This means providing training for everyone in the organi/a- 
tion: administrators, managers, patient-contact people, and sup 
port staff.
To give superior service, we must have good systems and 
procedures in place so that people can do their jobs effective 
ly. It doesn't do any good to have well-trained, smiling people 
if the systems and procedures they use get in the way of pro 
viding good service to the patient or the physician.
Finally, it is important to provide an environment that is pleas 
ing to the patient. That means a clean, attractive building that 
is well n.j|ri[ ; ,jned. It means work areas that are clean and order 
ly. It means employees who are proud of their personal ap 
pearance, exemplified by their clean, attractive uniforms. It 
means staff and physicians who work together as a team.
It is not enough to do things well; we must do them better 
than our competitors. This means that we must be sensitive 
to the needs of patients and their family members. Listen to 
their complaints. Solve their problems. Go the extra mile to 
make a difference. Make our hospital unique. Make it such 
a great place that people want to come here for their medical
Having served the community we live in for over a 
quarter of a century, we provide professional and per 
sonalized service in all aspects of real estate.
LILLIAN V. MILLER, Realtor & Associates
UNIVERSITY REALTY, INC.
11156 Anderson, Loma Linda, California 92354 
(714) 796-0156 or (714) 825-3143
"Where is the nearest motel to stay?
NEW MANAGEMENT! NEW OWNERSHIP!
Enjoy clean and comfortable rooms at
LOMA LINDA MOTEL
Two blocks to Loma Linda University & Medical Center 
• Direct bus to VA hospital & shopping center
24532 UNIVERSITY AVE., LOMA LINDA 
FOR RESERVATION: (714) 796-0134
Faculty notes...
Continued from page 12 
School and will be used in 
teaching infection control. If 
anyone is interested in obtaining 
a personal copy, the video is 
available for $25 from the Health 
Education Services, County of 
Riverside [Department of Health, 
P.O. Box 7600, Riverside, CA 
92513-7600.
  Irving Logan, DDS, chair- - 
man of restorative dentistry, and 
his family of seven were featured 
in the "Living" section of the San 
Bernardino Sun on Sunday, July 
23: The article focused on 
"modern-day Waltons," happy- 
families with large numbers. Irv- 
ing and Edie Logan have six 
children: Troy, 23, was recently 
married and lives in Florida: the 
other five live at home   Trent, 
26, Todd, 20, Tyler, 13, Tara, 11, 
and 'lamara, 5. Their family also 
has five pets.
  Edwin A. Karlow, PhD,
chairman of the physics depart 
ment in the College of Arts and 
Sciences, attended the summer 
meeting of the American Associa 
tion of Physics Teachers held at 
California Polytechnic Universi 
ty in San Luis Obispo from June 
27 to 29. Dr. Karlou presented 
a workshop entitled "Introduction 
to Interfacing in the Laboratory 
Using the CHAMP Universal In 
terface." This laboratory instru 
ment and its associated softuare 
are commercial products based 
upon the CHAMP computer pro 
ject begun in the LLU physics 
department.
Approximately 25 physics 
teachers, representing high school 
through university instruction, at 
tended the workshop which was 






Open house for orthotics and prosthetics department, 
August 31
To celebrate its twentieth birthday, the orthotics and pros 
thetics department will hold an open house on August 31, 
from 12:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., at the Faculty Medical Offices, 
Suite B-800. Included will be a mechanical art display of robotics 
in orthotics. All employees and staff are welcome.
Sculptured-nail specialist available at Medical Center 
beauty salon
The beauty salon on A-level of the Medical Center has a 
sculptured-nail specialist available on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. During the month of September, a special 
price on a full set will be $18. Call 824-4656 for an appointment.
Cholesterol screenings available in September
LLUMC is offering cholesterol (not triglycerides) screening 
on September 11, 12, and 13, from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m., at 
Redlands Mall; and on September 17, 18, and 19, from 12 
noon to 4 p.m. at the Loma Linda Market. Blood samples will 
be obtained by a simple finger prick. Results will be available 
in minutes and will be explained by a health professional, who 
will offer advice for lowering elevated cholesterol levels. Ap 
pointments are not necessary; fasting is not required. Cost $8; 
partial refund available.
"Disarming Diabetes," September 11, 12, and 13
"Disarming Diabetes." a program to help persons with self- 
management of diabetes, will be held September 11, 12, and 
13, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., at Lx>ma Linda Diabetes 
Center. Follow-up class: Thursday, September 21, 2 p.m. to 
.5 p.m. The diabetic remains under the care of his / her per 
sonal physician. Preregistration required. Call (714) 824-4783 
or (800) 233-4901 immediately.
Support group for parents who have lost a baby to meet 
monthly, beginning September 19
A support group for parents who have lost a baby through 
miscarriage, neonatal death, stillbirth, or ectopic pregnancy will 
meet the third Tuesday of each month, beginning September 
19, from 6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m., in Loma Linda University 
Medical Center's Schuman Pavilion, room A-605A. For more 
information, call (714) 824-4315 or 824-4367.
FRED M. RETH, D.D.S.
is pleased to announce that he is now seeing patients at
Mountain View Family Dentistry
11175 Mt. View, Suite N
Loma Linda, CA 92354
(714) 796-2299
• Complete General and Cosmetic Dentistry
• New Patients Welcome
• Emergency Care Available
• Most Insurances Accepted (including Delta Dental, HCAP, MCAP)
• Inquire About Our Get-Acquainted Offer 
Member American Dental Association and California Dental Association
Student rate is also available (ID required)
MINUTEMAN PRESS of Colton
One (Stop Printing For The Inland Empire
Quality Printing   LaserJet Computer Typesetting
Hi \blume Copy Service
Fast, Friendly Service   Competitive Prices
Complete Graphics Department
(714)370-0860
1080 E. Washington   Cooley Ranch 
CoLton, CA
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Occupational therapy chairman 
recalls early days in 'annex'
by Edwinna Marshall 
Chairman, department of occupational therapy
When Ellen White visited 
Loma Linda she reportedly used 
die same room which was reserv 
ed for her on the second floor 
(die northwest end of die former 
Loma Linda Sanitarium) which 
housed die patients and medical 
services of the College of Medical 
Evangelists from 1905 to die early 
1930s. The patients moved into 
die new Loma Linda Sanitarium 
[now Nichol Hall] in die early 
1930s.
The "san" became the "annex" 
and housed the campus cafeteria, 
student services and die overflow 
of women from Lindsay Hall until 
1960 when die new residence hall 
was completed.
The School of Nursing and the 
School of Physical Therapy [now 
a department in die School of 
Allied Health Professions] took 
over die main floor when the new 
cafeteria and student services 
buildings opened in 1958 and 
1959. Women employees oc 
cupied die second floor of the an 
nex when die students moved.
The occupational dierapy cur 
riculum was die last tenant to 
 move into die annex. In July of 
1959, a young woman, still in her 
twenties, went on tour of the 
campus with campus business ad 
ministrator Merlin Finney. When 
diey arrived at die annex, the old 
kitchen and tray line rooms were 
sitting vacant in a devastated state.
"This is die only empty or 
available space on campus," Mr. 
Pinney announced. "The 
bulldozer is scheduled to be here 
on Monday to demolish diis wing. 
It is not fit for University use!'
Edwinna Marshall [now chair 
man of die department of occupa 
tional therapy] came back with 
"FU take it. Otherwise, I will need 
a tentf
On September 8, 1959, the 
doors to the new curriculum 
opened with three students eager 
to be occupational therapists.
Miss Marshall had dedicated her 
life to missionary service when 
she was baptized into the 
Seventh-day Adventist church at 
die age of 14. At 17, she chose 
occupational dierapy as her life 
work. Her commitment to Ellen 
White's Ministry of Healing 
messages to train the ill and 
disabled in life's purposeful ac 
tivities was strong. "Missionary 
service" at die College of Medical 
Evangelists was her response.
During the curriculum's for 
mative years, the old annex pro 
vided a secure haven and a signifi 
cant learning environment for oc 
cupational therapy students.
Occupational therapy students 
are born "scroungers" (problem- 
solver is die educational label). All 
of die wood needed for design 
ing and constructing adaptive and
assistive equipment for indepen 
dent living skills was "scrounged" 
from closet shelves on the second 
floor.
Luckily, the wood had never 
been finished. Door knobs, hard 
ware, banisters from stairways, old 
doors, sinks, cabinets, lights, and 
felled campus trees provided 
students with raw materials for 
dieir therapeutic activities.
Students learned by doing, 
Holidays were spent replacing 
bumed floor boards where the 
stoves had been, patching holes, 
painting food-stained walls, fram 
ing in large holes where pass- 
through refrigerators had been 
removed, and turning the old and 
abused kitchen into a reasonable 
activities laboratory.
Cleaning out the old dirt cellar 
where supplies and garbage had 
been stored and processed pro 
vided a wood shop for the 
students even though the 6'2" 
fellows had to duck walking from 
one machine to another to avoid 
hitting their heads on the 5'10" 
ceiling beams.
Students realistically learned 
how to design and manage a 
dierapy department by assisting 
their instructors in selecting and 
purchasing needed equipment 
and supplies.
War surplus outlets carried 
typewriters for $8, desks for $3, 
and lathes, drill presses, saws, and 
work tables for about $15 each. 
Lighter moments included nur 
turing baby possums, squirrels, 
kittens and birds who sought 
refuge through the cracks and 
opening in the outside walls. Ex 
ploring the three floors of the an 
nex, its many closets, articles, back 
stairways, and storage rooms in 
the dirt tunnels which ran from 
the annex to the new sanitarium 
was most exciting and a challenge 
for each new class.
Sliding across the hardwood 
floors in the empty and wide halls 
of die third floor, taking pictures 
from the roof and reading old let- 
tes in trunks left by former nurs 
ing students, and trying on nurses' 
uniforms, hats, shoes, and caps 
from the 1920s were not only 
entertaining but also very sober 
ing moments to the "scroungers."
The occupational therapy 
students and faculty were con 
tinually reminded of the mission 
of the College of Medical 
Evangelists and Ellen White's 
messages regarding the work to 
be done in Loma Linda for 
developing medical educational 
and training programs.
Even though medicine and 
nursing were the first two 
recognized healing arts, Mrs. 
White urged our early educators 
and leaders to fully utilize all 
human resources and talents to
meet die needs of die sick and 
disabled.
Ellen White was very much 
alive in that dear old sanitarium. 
Ellen White actually slept and 
wrote many of her messages in 
that end room, widi a wide view 
of die San Benardino valley, the 
Southern Pacific railroad station 
and the orange groves which sur 
rounded the campus and die 
community of Loma Linda.
Her "room" had been preserv 
ed and guarded by the deans who 
lived in the annex. Visitors and 
students were shown die room 
with pride.
By the time the annex was 
slated for demolition most of the 
furniture was still in the rooms.
In the sanitarium's last days, 
employees and students were 
allowed to take old dressers, 
vanities, cabinets, and hardware 
for small fees (about $2 for a 
dresser).
A trunk with pictures, letters 
dated from the 1920s and the 
dean's clothes were given to the 
library's Heritage Room.
By the time the old samarium 
was demolished in October, 1967, 
nothing was left but an old bathtub. *~~~
Edwinna and her students 
[from the years 1959-1967] have 
many fond memories, pictures, a 
chair, vanity, and a brass 
doorknob along with a lasting in 
spiration and drive to prepare 
young people for medical service.
Over a third of diis first genera 
tion of occupational therapists 
served as academic and / or 
clinical faculty.
Thirty years have passed by; 
nearly 100 occupational therapy 
students will be enrolled by this 
September. Over 600 graduates 
are supervising some 75,000 
treatments each vear which
In 1967, occupational therapy students assisted in the move 
of their department from the original Loma Linda Sanitarium 
to Nichol Hall.
enable the disabled to be in 
dependent in self-care and work 
skills.
Occupational therapy, along 
with other allied health profes 
sionals, are in increasing demand 
as medical services expand to 
meet the needs of tomorrow's 
healthcare.
Ellen White's messages are still 
here. For 22 years, the School of 
Allied Health Professions has 
resided in Nichol Hall. The walls 
are already expanded to their 
limits as hundreds of allied health 
professionals are prepared each 
year to fill humanity's needs for 
health services in all medical lines.
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Couple expecting twins after 
going to LLU fertility clinic
After nearly eight years of mar 
riage and five years of going 
through a variety of programs to 
try to resolve their infertility prob 
lem, Sally and Mike Silvestri are 
elated   they are expecting not 
only their first child, but their first 
two. Sally is pregnant with twins.
The Silvestris have Loma Lin 
da University's in vitro fertiliza 
tion and embrvMransfer program 
to thank for the fact that, at last. 
Sally is pregnant.
Because one of her fallopian 
tubes was blocked and the other 
had been removed because of an 
ectopic pregnancy (in which the 
embryo develops in a fallopian 
tube rather than in the uterus). 
Sally was unable to become preg 
nant again.
Last fall. Sally's father   Alvin 
L. Russo. MI), an obstetrician 
and gynecologist at San Bernar- 
dino Community Hospital   
suggested that the couple con 
tact Loma Linda University's 
Center for Fertility and in vitro 
Fertilization.
The Silvestris live in Carlsbad, 
approximately 35 miles northwest 
of San Diego, and this meant a 
lot of travel for them, but they 
thought it was worth a try.
"This was the last step for Sal 
ly  r her last chance," says 
Donald R. Tredway, MD, PhD, 
chief of the section of reproduc 
tive endocrinology and infertility 
in the department of gynecology 
and obstetrics at Loma Linda.
Loma Linda's in vitro fertiliza 
tion (IVF) program is a new 
one   it began last October. Sal 
ly was the second patient to enter 
the program.
The public, in general, first 
became aware of in vitro fertiliza 
tion with the announcement in 
England of the birth of Louise 
Brown on July 25, 1978. Known 
as "the test-tube baby," Louise 
was bom as a result of IVF. Since 
then, more than 1,000 babies 
worldwide have been born 
through this process.
In vitro (which means in glass) 
fertilization is the procedure of 
removing eggs from the woman's 
body, placing them in a petri dish, 
and inseminating them with the 
man's sperm. After fertilization 
has occurred, the embryos are 
transferred to the woman's uterus 
through her cervix.
All infertile couples do not 
need in vitro fertilization; other 
courses of treatment may correct 
their problem. Loma Linda's fer 
tility center treats these couples 
also. The most common reason 
for using the IVF procedure is 
blocked or damaged fallopian 
tubes (as in Sally Silvestrfs case). 
Other conditions that might lead 
to IVF include severe oligosper- 
mia (low sperm count), severe 
endometriosis, and unexplained 
infertility that has not responded 
to other courses of treatment.
In vitro fertilization success 
rates vary, depending on the fac 
tor that created the need for the 
procedure. Generally, a couple 
can be given a 20 to 25 percent 
chance of achieving a pregnancy 
each time the procedure is per 
formed. This is similar to the 20 
to 25 percent conception rate that 
occurs each cycle in a normal, fer 
tile couple. Because of these 
percentages, it may be necessary 
to undergo more than one in vitro 
procedure to achieve a 
pregnancy.
Sally was one of the lucky 
ones   she became pregnant, in 
January, on her first IVF cycle. 
Ten eggs had been retrieved 
from her at the appropriate time 
in her monthly cycle. They had 
been placed in a petri dish and 
her husband's sperm were add 
ed. Six of the eggs became fer 
tilized, and five of these were 
placed in Sally's uterus. (The 
sixth was frozen for possible 
future use if Sally did not become 
pregnant the first time, says 
Johannah Corselli, PhD, director 
of Loma Linda's in vitro fertiliza 
tion laboratory.) Then came a 
two-week waiting period.
"The wife needs a lot of sup 
port from her husband, especial 
ly during this time," Dr. Tredvv ay- 
points out. "Probably the hardest 
time in the whole cycle for the 
couple is the two weeks after the 
transfer of the embryos, while 
they are waiting to learn if they 
took."
At the end of the 14 days, a 
pregnancy test was performed. 
When the results became 
available, and they learned that 
Sally was, indeed, pregnant, the 
physicians and lab personnel were 
ecstatic.
"It was quite an emotional oc-
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Sally and Mike Silvestri (center) meet with reporters at a press conference regarding Loma Linda Univer 
sity's in vitro fertilization program. Joining the Silvestris at the conference are Bert (Hans) Davidson, 
MD, PhD, a physician with the section of reproductive endocrinology and infertility (left), and Johannah 
Corselli, PhD, director of Loma Linda's in vitro fertilization laboratory.
Sallv, 31, who has been a clerk ine everything in double," Sallvcurrence," says Bert (Hans) 
Davidson, MD, PhD, a physician 
with the section of reproductive 
endocrinology and infertility who 
is Sally's doctor at the Loma Lin 
da fertility center. "We could 
hardly believe our eyes.... We 
called her [Sally] as soon as we 
knew."
Sally was the first in Loma Lin 
da's IVF program to achieve 
pregnancy. The staff at the fer 
tility clinic celebrated with a 
prune cake from Loma Linda 
Market.
with a bioengineering firm, and 
Mike, 36, a lifeguard in north San 
Diego County, are so excited 
about the prospect of having not 
only one, but two babies, after all 
the years of waiting, that they 
don't really care which gender the 
infants are.
"We'd like one of each," Sally 
says, "but we're not going to trade 
them in [no matter what they 
are|."
The Silvestris have been get 
ting ready for the twins by "buy 
g
states, and preparing a nursery in 
their home, complete with two 
cribs.
She not only is excited but, she 
says, with a laugh, also is getting 
impatient now about the impend 
ing births of the twins, who are 
due on October 18. They will be 
delivered at Kaiser's in San 
Diego.
Note: Two days after this inter 
view, the Silvestris learned, via a 
sonogram, that Sally is carrying a 
girl and a boy.
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FACULTY NOTES
* Mark G. Haviland, PhD, associate pru- 
fessur of psychiatry; Dale G. Shavv, PhD, pro 
fessor of statistics and resesireh methods (Univer 
sity of Northern Colorado); James P. MacMur- 
ray, PhT>, associate professor of psychiatry; and 
Michael A. Cummin£s, MD, instructor of 
psychiatry, had a paper entitled 'Validation of the 
Toronto Alexithyrnia Scale with Substance; 
.\buscrs" published in the most recent issue of 
Ps+kntfitrafiy and ftyrkuomariis.
* Ella Haddad, DHSc, has rejoined the 
faculty of the School of Pubfic Health as assistant 
professor of nutrition after a seven-year absence 
during which she resided in Beirut. Lebanon. She 
Spys shcs J glad"t6 pet away from die bombings." 
Dyann Matson, IWH candidate has accepted 
a partHtkne appointment as instructor in health 
promotion. She will be teaching community; pn> 
grams lab.
* Davjd Niemair, OHSc. chairman of heakh 
sciences. School of Public Health, attended die 
annua} meeting of the American >(. '<>iiege; of 
Sp/jrtsiytedicOTcv^accompanicd1 bv DHScjcarf- 
didates Mary Kllen Simpson-Westcrbcrg and 
Kerry KuchlrThey presented research papers, on 
hovv rnarath6nr*running,niay~be ass(>dated"wiih 
decreased resistan'ce to acute respiratory illness 
arid; how isometrk'xrwrrcise is related t(i blcKxl 
pressure levels.
passed a comprehensive 4OO-cjuest»on 
examination.
  Eugene Sutfila. DDS* pan-time assistant 
professor of endodontics, won first place at the 
1989 annual session of the American Associa 
tion of Kndodontrsts' (Graduate Student Research 
Competition in Ncw?Orleans. The competition 
ber,wccn526 presentations was judged;impartial 
ly with criteria set forth by the, AAEs Cqmmit- 
tec on Research and Scientific Affairs, I k Supus 
presentation was entitled 'Factors influencing 
Prognosis of Endndontic Therapy." His advisors 
were Lcif Bakland, DDS, and Mahmoud 
Tbrabinejad. DDS, professors;of endbdoritics. 
Plaques were prcscntcdjo I>. Sugrta and to the 
School of Dentistry,,
  Mahmoud Torabmejild, DDS, director of 
the graduate endodOntics prograjrrn Was a prin- 
fipal speaker for the continuing educationsjxivifNe 
oij ^Development and HealingpfPbriapical !<- 
sr "ManagcmejTt of Kndodontic;Kmergem 
sr >ind 'Procedural Acciderus Puriijg;j%ot 
Carnal 'Thcnlf^' "The coursewas hdd atth^rUravc^ 
sity irf Illinois alXIhic-aRt) this summer. In addi 
tion, ah article bv lir. 'forabinejad, 
Radiatiofl by VarioiiSCriilijucXDorjng 
Kndodontic Radiography." was published ui the 
June 1989fissiie of me^MrHr 
15, N<x 6, pp., 249-253K
(-' >, Taylo«* ,PhD^ profess()r of 
micnjibiology and bi<ichernisiryv School of 
Medicine. has been awaixfcdS$116,52VTTOm Na 
tional Institute oflGeneral Mecficai St'icnccsi«for 
his jcsearch project entitled ^ Sensory Transduc- 
tipn%i Bacteria." This; rescarctipf<>Knint;h:is 
funded since
 ; David L, Andersbn, DDS, associate pro 
fessor of orat surgery. School of Dcfitistry. has 
been warded $15,750 from Mason l*har- 
maceuttcals for a research;project entitled "The 
Analgesic Efficacy of I ^ mason I* in the Treat 
ment of I\wt-Oj>erativc Paih Resulting from the 
SurgicaJ Removal of Impacted T}>ifd Molars/
* Ulf Wikesjo, LDS, professor of pcriodon- 
tics, SD. has been awarded $2 pOO from V0, 
f k»re Associates. Inc., -for a research project tn- 
trtled^The; Effect of ;a Composite Periodontal 
Implant Material on Regeneration of 
cumfertf nilal IVriodontal I Jefccts in.
* Jacob Kum-Young. Lee, DDS, assistant 
profcss»r-bf pediatfic^dentistry. SD, ha$ been 
awaidcd $l;200rfrorruhc School of I>eratstry (or 
a;res«jarch project entitled *The Effect of Dif 
ferent Tooth Surface Treatments' oh the Bond 
Strength of Pit and Fissure Sealants"
* Three School of Dentistry faculty wen 
honored at the ( ^onyocatwn of the Academy of 
(Jencral I dentistry held July 17 in (Chicago; the 
honor of "Master" Was conferred on Stanton 
Applet on, DDS, associate professor, depart 
ment of oral diagnosis, radiology, pathology. 
Mastership, the most prestigious award within 
the AGD. signifies that members have already 
achieved 1-ellowship, and then have met the 
rigorous requirements of completing 600 accept 
able continuing education credits in 13 distinct 
subject areas. Honored as "FcHou*" were Joseph 
Caruso, DDjSi assistant professor and director 
of graduate orthodontics; and Kevin R. Haley. 
DOS, assistant professor of restorative dentistry. 
The achievement of fellowship signifies that recip 
ients have earned a minimum of 500 accept 
able CE credits within a 10-year period, and have
Fillrnan, DDS, and Daniel 
e«i DDS, department of orthodontic:*, at- 
tencledjacpursc-this summer erKkkd *Pjrogitrssive 
Theory and Practice/ given bv T)r. 'Robert 
Rickctis in Scoosclale. Ari/ona. Joseph Caruso, 
DDS,, attended :lic National and l^tal Or- 
ifiodofjtic's. Society meetings in lukyoiarxJ CJsakat 
Japan, this summer. Helcctured txyo days at each 
meeting on "Ccframic B^Krkets" 'TVfl t^Hsordcrsr 
and't i>nccpt?i of \\tstem; Practice Vtanageiiieni." 
.\dditk>naiiyV the 3VI Cpmpariy; in Minneapoljv 
S*i Paul invited I)r. Caruso to a confcrenc-c K) 
senelasSa(consultant^on rtevvjwoduct oWvekip- 
nient iriTulyV
  Paula I>eyman, DDS, 51nas joined the 
departmentofpediatrk.- denttstr,. SI), as on assis 
tant profcsspri .^ftcr gjraduatipn from LLUSD, 
she participated in the GPP program at 
LLl'MC^ospital dcntistryv Currently, she is in 
private practice jn Long Beach with her husband. 
JbTiiv L-eyman, DDS, \vho has joined the new 
depanmcrit of dcntaj anesthesia.
« John Peterson, DDS, ctiaimian of pedlapic 
dentistry, wilt be on sabbatical at the University 
of Michigan for one ^year, 'the puqxMC: of his wb? 
batical rs. to study irank>fix.-ia! ahomolies and their 
treatment, and to do" reseaichi
  W Eujjcne Ralhbvn. DDS. professor of 
pcriodomics, served as an ad\ isor on a recently 
completed educati<mal v|deo entitled "AIDS and 
Dentistn' *>- Response <o, an Epidemic," The 
39/minute video uas producedj}y the C^ounty 
of Riverside I Jcpartment of Health and funded 
by the lx>s Angeles (ktunty Department of 
Health and theOmers; for Disease (Control 
(C:iX;>,TTx: California Dental Association has 
approved the video which was originated as a 
project by! the CDA"s Cknincil on Research and 
Devuloprixrnt, The video covers oral manifesta^ 
licp 6f AIDS, demonstration <>f barrier techni 
ques recommended by CIX; arid ADA, and 
touches on some of the emotional and ethical 
issues surrounding dencal treatment of persons 
with ^IDS. The video will be available at the 
Pltase turn ,i
Study links correlation between 
age of menopause and mortality
A recently published report 
from the Adventist Health Study 
explores the relationship between 
age at menopause and risk of 
mortality. This aspect of the long- 
term epidemiologic study enroll 
ed 5,287 California Seventh-day 
Adventist women and followed 
their vital status for six years.
The findings indicated that 
women who experienced early- 
natural menopause (before age 
50) were at increased risk of 
death during the followup years 
as compared to those who had 
had menopause in the 50 to 54 
age range. Risk ratios of death 
were highest for women with 
menopause under age 40, 
gradually decreasing as 
menopause approached age 50. 
After adjusting for confounding 
variables, the pattern persisted for 
most major causes of death, 
cancer excluded. By contrast, 
women experiencing surgical 
menopause before age 50 had a 
mildly reduced risk of dying dur 
ing the followup period.
The paper, entitled "Is Karly 
Natural Menopause a Biologic 
Marker of Health and Aging?"
Donald Van Ornam 
will continue as 
business administrator
Donald Van Ornam, MA. 
associate professor in the School 
of Business and Management, 
will continue as acting business 
administrator for the 1989-90 
school year on the La Sierra 
campus.
Mr. Van Ornam came to 
Loma Linda University in 1985 
from Philippine Union C College, 
where he served as business 
manager and campus 
administrator.
Since joining Loma Linda 
University, and while carrying a 
reduced teaching load in the 
School of Business and Manage 
ment, he has completed his 
classwork for a PhD in manage 
ment at the Claremont Graduate 
School. During the past 18 
months he has also served on a 
part-time basis in the campus 
business office.
According to La Sierra campus 
provost, R. I )ale McCune, Kdl X 
this new arrangement enables the 
University to maintain its com 
mitment to the School of 
Business and Management, while 
securing the services of Mr. Van 
Ornam as acting business ad 
ministrator for the campus.
The School of Business and 
Management will continue under 
the administration of Ignatius 
Yacoub. PhD, as dean. It is an 
ticipated that the School of 
Business and Management will, 
at the end of the current 
academic year, fill the position left 
vacant when Mr. Van Ornam 
joins the campus administration 
permanently.
was published in the June issue 
of American Journal of Puhlir 
Health. Principal author is David 
A. Snowdon, PhD. formerly on 
the School of Public Health facul 
ty and now at the University of 
Minnesota. Among the co 
authors: VV. Lawrence Beeson, 
MSPH. assistant professor of 
epidemiology, and the late Dr. 
Roland Phillips.
La Sierra program 
honors Dr. Hilts
In a program entitled "Soup. 
Strings, and Sculpture," held on 
Thursday evening, August 3, 
over 100 alumni, faculty, 
students, and friends gathered at 
the La Sierra Campus Commons 
to honor Margarete Hilts, who 
has taught at La Sierra for 50 
years in the department of 
modern languages.
Parts of the program were pro 
vided by Alan Collins of the art 
department, who showed a video 
version of his sculpture presen 
tation. "The Ages of Man," and 
slides of his other \\orks. Celia 
Chan provided dinner music with 
her harp performance, and several 
alumni offered speeches of tribute 
both to Dr. Hilts and to La 
Sierra.
In addition to honoring 
Margarete Hilts, the sponsors of 
this program also wished to salute 
all the other University people   
students, faculty, and staff j^s 
who, through their caring.'help 
to advance the university's mis 
sion "To make man whole."
Cholesterol testing 
will be offered at 
Campus Hill Church
C Cholesterol and triglycerides 
testing will be offered at Linda 
Hall of the Campus Hill Church 
of Seventh-day Adventists on 
Tuesday, September 5, from 7 
a.m. to 12 noon. The testing \\ill 
be offered by the School of I'ublic 
Health department of health 
sciences. No appointment is 
needed. The cost is S6 per test.
Blood samples will be obtain 
ed by finger stick and test results 
will be ready in just three 
minutes. A registered dietitian 
speciali/.ing in the dietary and 
lifestyle management of elevated 
cholesterol levels and other heart 
disease risk factors will explain 
test results, answer questions, and 
provide nutritional and lifestyle 
counseling to participants.
Fasting is not required for the 
cholesterol testing. However, a 
12-hour, overnight fast is 
necessary for accurate triglyceridc 
testing. Persons wanting their 
triglyceride level measured should 
have nothing to eat or drink (ex 
cept water and their usual 
medications) for 12 hours before 
the test is taken.
